Uncovering the hidden pathways of how antibodies induced by one influenza strain is effective against another, cross-reaction, is the central dogma for the design of universal flu vaccines. Here, we conceive a stochastic model that successfully represents the antibody crossreactive data from mice infected with H3N2 influenza strains and further validation with cross-reaction data of H1N1 strains. After modifying several aspects and parameters in the model, our computational simulations highlight that changes in time of infection and the B-cells population are relevant, however, the affinity threshold of B-cells between consecutive infections is a necessary condition for the successful Abs cross-reaction. Our results suggest a reformulation in 3-D of the current antibody influenza landscape. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Introduction 6
Seasonal and pandemic influenza A virus (IAV) outbreaks annually cause 3-5 million severe cases and up to 650,000 deaths D R A F T circulated in humans and because these strains replicate well in mice (11) . 48 The set of computational simulations results are summarized in Fig. 1 , which we call the principal test. The test employs 49 10 simulations for H3N2 ( Fig. 1-A strain is depicted with different colors and symbols. (D-E) A blue-colored heat-map stand for the intervals of Abs counts for one or two consecutive H1N1 infections whose strains are superimposed onto a phylogenetic tree based on differences in amino acids. (D) The first H1N1 infection is with the New Caledonia-1999 strain (NC99) followed by an infection with the antigenically distinct 2009 pandemic H1N1 (pH1N1) isolate Netherlands-09 (NL09) (E). (F) A simulation case of the dynamics of Abs counts for both H1N1 infections in time (days), each H1N1 strain is depicted with different colors and symbols. The Abs counts represent the result of 10 simulations for H3N2 or H1N1, separately. The corresponding color tone in the squares of each element of the phylogenetic trees stands for the average of Abs counts. The cross-reaction and magnitude of Abs counts represent the ELISA of IgG antibodies to the HA subtypes in serum obtained from experimentally infected mice (11). The time of measurement of Abs counts is consistent with the mice experiments, the Abs response to the first infection is registered 42 days post-infection (dpi) and the results for the second infection are recorded 84 dpi. The phylogenetic tree framework is adapted from Nachbagauer et al. (11), the heat-map conserves the scales and color-code. Here, we present Abs as elementary counts, however, the content of phylogenetic trees may be analogous to reciprocal endpoint Abs titers.
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colored-symbol. The fitness of B-cells for antigen increases rapidly during the first GC cycles, following the GCs lose of clonal 63 diversity at disparate rates (26). This behavior is shown in the B-cell dynamics and therefore in Abs of the strain of infection 64 in Fig. 2 -B-C, where the matching cells for the Phil82 strain are notably higher compared to the remain strains.
65
For the first H1N1 infection in Fig. 1 for one or two consecutive infections. These results are comparable to the mice experiments in (11).
72
Affinity changes satisfy necessary conditions that direct Abs cross-reaction. The competition between B-cell clones and 73 mutated variants, which include a great number of structural rearrangements (30), is thought to guide the progressive loss 74 of clonal diversity in the B-cell population (29). In this sense, the immune system must regulate the competition to get a 75 balanced level of affinity and diversity. While a rigorous affinity regulation will fastly derive in average population affinity at 76 expenses of diversity, a relaxed regulation will lead to high diversity, but affinity will slowly increase (5, 29). In the model, the 77 cross-reaction outcome of Abs is largely related to the threshold of the common space of the principal and secondary areas, 78 however, there is a greater influence of the threshold of the secondary area (α). This reflexes the shape of the binary strings, 79 while the principal area is mostly similar between strains, the secondary area varies according to specific strains. We tested 80 different threshold frameworks for the secondary area to find a mechanism that better represent the affinity-diversity balance 81 of the experimental data of mice.
82
For both influenza strains, H3N2 and H1N1, we found that a threshold of α = 3 during the first infection and a threshold of 83 α = 4 for the second infection fairly explain the Abs cross-reactive phenomena in the first and second infections. The threshold 84 of the principal area, β = 3, remains unmodified for both infections. Importantly, we found that the threshold modification 85 between infections satisfies conditions of Abs diversity and affinity, which also greatly correlates with the Abs breadth and 86 magnitude the experimental data (11).
87
Considering a fixed α threshold for both infections, we found that using α = 3 results in the development of high-affinity strains, the Smith approach (13). However, our approach does not consider B-cells in the intersection of clusters as the only 100 ones responsible for cross-reaction since this may derive homogeneous antigen selection. GCs present distinct B-cell clones 101 that lose clonal diversity at diverse rates allowing efficient affinity maturation without homogenizing selection (26). Besides, 102 different modes of viral receptor-binding site recognition arise from diverse germline origins that evolve through diversified 103 AM lines (27). Therefore, the cross-reactive B-cells in our model are those that due to AM can fall inside any cluster circle 104 threshold, ensuring diversification in antigen selection.
105
Consider the first H3N2 infection with the Phil82 strain whose blue-colored cluster is approximately in the center of the 106 binary-map in Fig 5- A. The closest strains clusters are Vic11, Indi11 and HK68, however, the Abs response to the first infection 107 in Fig. 1 -A not only reached these strains but also the Mass11 strain cluster. The largest AA difference concerning the Phil82 108 cluster is found in the Tex04 strain, this genetic dissimilarity contributes to the limited antibody production of the Tex04 109 strain. Conversely, the Indi11 strain, which is genetically closer than Tex04, develops slightly higher Abs than Tex04 during the 110 first infection. Besides, the cross-reactive response to the Vic11 strain, located in the right extreme of the H3N2 binary-map, 111 develops high Abs counts to all of the clusters. Interestingly, while for the first infection B-cells mostly cover a narrow y-axis 112 area and a wide x-axis area, for the second infection B-cells equally cover both axes, as shown in Fig. 2 -A, a result that weakly 113 relies on the antigenic difference of the strains.
114
The H1N1 NC99 strain is located in the central upper part of the H1N1 binary-map of Fig 5-B , therefore, according to the 115 antigenic similitude, cross-reactive Abs would equally cover the PR34 and FM47 strains. However, a limited Abs response 116 is developed for the PR34 strain while a high response is generated for the FM47 strain. High antibody responses are also 117 present in the NC99, Cal09, and Jian11 strains, although these last two strains are relatively distanced from NC99 in Fig 5-B . 118 Interestingly, while the more distanced SC18 strain develops a moderated Abs response, the closer PR34 strain has even a 119 slightly minor Abs response. The distance comparison is with respect to NC99 strain. The Cal09 infection produced Abs in 120 practically all of the H1N1 strains including SC18 and Jian11, which are in the left and right extremes of the binary-map in 121 Fig 5- can be found in Fig. (S2) . The differences in B-cells and Abs responses may follow a hierarchical structure based on different 123 antigenic sites of the HA domains (28), which promote that antigenically distanced strains still arise antibodies and do not 124 fully guide the Abs cross-reactome. Importantly, this phenomenon is captured by the model.
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set of ten simulations attempting to show possible differences in cross-reaction outcomes due to a fixed initial set of naive 143 B-cells, see Fig. (S7) . Conversely, the newly-generated B-cells framework is actually the principal test. Interestingly, there is 144 not a highlighting difference between fixed-shape in Fig. (S7) and the variable-shape tests of Fig. 1 -A-C. Due to the complete 145 bit-map space coverage in both assessments, with equal distribution and logic generation, the B-cell population comparably 146 behaves in both fixed-shape and variable-shape cases. We further tested the naive B-cells population size significance in the 147 Abs cross-reaction by varying the number of B-cells from 1000 cells to 10 thousand cells. The complete panorama of B-cells, 148 PCs and Abs dynamics in Fig. (S8) , and the Abs counts in the phylogenetic trees of a naive population with 1000 cells are 149 representative to the landscape of a naive population of 10 thousand cells, proportionally speaking. This test is compared to 150 the principal test.
151
Finally, we explore diverse random distribution and space coverage of initial naive B-cells. The shape-space of B-cells after 152 the first infection strongly determine the Abs outcome of the second infection. However, the random distribution (uniform 153 and Gaussian) and space coverage of initial naive B-cells weakly influence the complete qualitative picture of cross-reactive 154 antibodies. Fig. (S9-A) shows results of consecutive infection with an initial B-cell repertoire covering the complete bit-space 155 range of Fig. (S1) with uniform distribution. Fig. (S9-B) reports results of a repertoire uniformly distributed but covering only 156 the center of the bit-space. A more limited range is reported in Fig. (S9-C) , where the space coverage is limited to the area 157 where the H3N2 strains are located on the map, with uniform distribution. Fig. (S9-D) and Fig. (S9-E) show results of a 158 Gaussian distribution in the center of H3 HAs and the center of the bit-space, respectively.
159
Time windows up to six weeks between infections favourably elicit cross-reactive Abs. We explore the Abs cross-reaction 160 outcome for different time windows between infections for both strains applying the second infection 10, 20, and 84 days after 161 the first infection. The Abs measurement time window after the second infection remains in 42 days. After the first infection, 162 we found that the tests with time windows of 10 and 20 dpi present a slightly different outcome concerning the principal test, 163 regarding the Abs outcome from the first infection. For a 10 dpi window, the phylogenetic trees of H3N2 and H1N1 strains 164 register high counts of Abs for the first infection in Fig. (S10-A,D) , respectively. This outcome is similar in the window test of 165 20 dpi in Fig. (S11-A,D) for H3N2 and H1N1, respectively. Of note, we found that the level of Abs after the second infection is 166 comparable for the time windows of 10, 20 and 42 dpi (principal test) in both influenza strains. This results are shown in the 167 phylogenetic trees and Abs dynamics in Fig. (S10-B ,C,E,F), Fig. (S11-B ,C,E,F) and Fig. 1-B ,C,E,F, for the mentioned time 168 windows, respectively.
169
The test of a time window of 84 dpi for the second infection in Fig. (S12) shows a limited Abs outcome for the first infection 170 in H3N2 and H1N1 strains. However, during the second infection, the Abs arise at medium to high levels with respect to the 171 principal test results.
172
Commutative test. We tested the Abs outcome employing the same H1N1 or H3N2 strains but in the opposite infection order 173 respect to the principal test. In the case of H3N2 strains, the first infection in this test is with Vic11 and the second infection 174 is with Phil82. For H1N1, the first infection is with the Cal09 strain followed by the NC99 strain. The time window between 175 infection remains in 42 d. We found that the Abs outcome in the first infection produces a slightly lower magnitude of 176 cross-reactive Abs, however, as can be observed in Fig. (S13-A,D) , the breadth of cross-reaction covers almost all of the H3 or 177 H1 strains, respectively. After the second infection, the general Abs outcome observed in Fig. (S13-B,E) is comparable to the 178 principal test. Summarizing, for the H1N1 and H3N2 strains employed in this and the principal tests, a commutative outcome 179 can be observed between these influenza strains.
180
Cross-reactive Abs in simultaneous infections. Contrasting outcome scenarios have been questioned for HIV infection, while 181 broad protection can be limited when employing simultaneous infections with different antigen strains (17), the competitive 182 exclusion of broad Abs may be reduced in infections initialized with multiple strains (15) . Therefore, we evaluate a simultaneous 183 scheme of influenza infection using the H3N2 or H1N1 strains from the principal test. Importantly, results in Fig. (S14) show 184 that, contrasting with the consecutive infections of Fig. 1 , the AA difference may influence closely related H3N2 strains (Vic11, 185 Phil82, Mass11, and HK68, sharing the y-axis) to effectively cross-react with the simultaneous infection strains (Vic11 and 186 Phil82). Besides, distanced strains in H1N1 infections (NC99 and Cal09, sharing the x-axis) results to follow a strain-specific 187 shape, with low to medium Abs count of the remain H1N1 strains. Results suggest that the antigenic similitude between 188 antigens may influence cross-reaction when using a scheme of simultaneous infections but not when applying a consecutive 189 strategy. 191 The in silico capacity to reproduce the mice experiments (11) gives testimony of the competency of the model regarding 192 the direct analogy with Abs cross-reaction and the indirect study of the stochastic nature of GCs, AM of B-cells, and 193 affinity adaptation properties. The model depicts the Abs response to infections with two of six H3N2 strains. Without 194 modeling modifications, the challenge of the model to reproduce the response of H1N1 strains cross-reaction is also favourable, 195 highlighting the model reliability. The only difference between H3N2 and H1N1 strains experiments is the introduction of 196 different coordinates in the genetic maps and naturally the change of antigen of infection. Taking these properties, we consider 197 that the model can serve as a tool for future research in infectious diseases.
190

Discussion
198
The mice experiments show that the magnitude of Abs in the HA head domain is higher than those of the stalk domain, suggest a comparable behavior since the first infection outcome strongly affects the complete Abs breadth and magnitude of 238 the second infection and, for the tested period of time, the shape is inherited till the end of the simulations.
239
Recent research in ferrets and humans show that cross-reactive Abs are developed not only within influenza groups but also 240 between them (11, 12). Since our modeling framework shows the cross-reaction in strains of either influenza group 1 (H1N1) 241 or group 2 (H3N2), we consider that the spatial modeling of strains in genetic maps should be improved acknowledging a 242 third dimension in the map. Ito et al. suggest that influenza viruses have followed a gnarled-like evolutionary pathway with 243 an approximately constant curvature (38) , showing three-dimensional pathways for H3 or H1 strains, separately. However, 244 this pathway scheme may be unclear in the 2-D representation of genetic maps in Fig. 5 . Therefore, we contemplate that 245 similar 3-D shapes of strains positioning of both influenza groups, all together in one three-dimensional map, should be more 246 accurate to stand for cross-reaction between influenza groups. A hypothesized-like map is shown in Fig. 4 , where a heat-colored 247 surface cover both influenza groups strains and the AA differences are mapped into three axes. The breadth and magnitude of 248 Abs cross-reaction between and within groups are represented by the surface where the colors stand for the Abs magnitude 249 of each strain and the surface itself represent the breadth of Abs outcome. The dark-blue in the surface of Fig. 4 may 250 highlight strain-specific Abs while the light-blue stands for cross-reactive Abs. The surface is fitted to the AA differences of all 251 strains in the 3-D map. This approach may add to the conception of antibody landscapes, where the x-and y-axes stand 252 for antigenic differences and the z-axis depicts the Abs response (39), however, the surface approach incorporates insights of 253 interactions of influenza groups and cross-reaction of possibly all strains, as well as limitations for it. We hypothesize that the 254 3-D cross-reactive surface technique will give detail to key questions such as the scope of Abs breadth between groups, the 255 variability due to antigen mutations, specific forces that vary in different animal and human models influencing species-specific 256 immunodominance (40), and hierarchical changes of the immune response to sites of HA (28). (19) . The different stages of cell populations going from 261 naive B-cells to Abs is founded in Chaudhury et al. (16) .
262
A. Genetic binary-map. Using the data of experiments with infected mice and the genetic maps in (11), we use the corresponding 263 x-and y-coordinates of each influenza strain to create the genetic binary-maps in Fig. 5 . We define a binary metric for the 264 strain's x-and y-coordinates using strings of binary characters. A binary string of size 2n represents the x-and y-coordinates 265 of an antigen or B-cell, therefore, each coordinate is given by a binary string of size n. The binary string representation of the 266 coordinates of an antigen and B-cell are shown in Fig. 6 . The genetic binary-maps of Fig. 5 shows the spatial localization of 267 each H3N2 or H1N1 influenza strains regarding its AA differences. The affinity-space of a strain is delimited by color-coded 268 clusters (circles) surrounding the strain centroid, the diameter of a cluster is 10 units of AA difference. This diameter is 269 reasonably consistent with the cluster transition average of 13.2 units of AA difference between H3N2 strains (3). 270 We converted the coordinates values of Fig. 5 from the decimal numeral system (base-ten) to binary values followings the 271
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A B Fig. 5 . Genetic binary-map. The decimal numbers (base-ten) are accompanied by the binary-system numbers in both axes of the genetic binary-maps. A) Different color-coded symbols stand for the centroid of each H3N2 influenza strains, the centroid is surrounded by the strain cluster coded with the same color. The circle of each strain cluster delimits the affinity-space of the strain. The x-and y-axes show the genetic distance between strains given by the amino acid (AA) difference. B) Diverse color-coded symbols stand for the centroid of each H1N1 influenza strains and a circle represents the cluster of the strain. The genetic maps in this figure are adapted from the antibody landscapes in (11).
two's complement approach, a method for representing signed (positive and negative) values in a binary numbering system (SI 272 Appendix 1). Using two's complement, the axes of the binary-map (bit-space in Fig. (S1) ) cover a range of − 2 n 2 , 2 n 2 − 1 , 273 where n ∈ N is the binary string size of the axes and works as a range-tuning parameter. In this fashion, the binary strings 274 combinations representing influenza strains naturally holds information regarding the AA differences between strains. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0   0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 High affinity B-cell 0 Common space for principal area Common space for secondary area 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 behavior, especially during the first CG cycles. The fitness of a B-cell for antigen (F (Bi)) is exponentially influenced by the 301 matching score of a B-cell for all antigens and considers the total number of antigens per infection (viral population) (NA) in 302 the following form
The fitness of a B-cell is higher if its match score against all viruses is high. Here, we assume a relation of B-cells fitness with 305 Abs production, those B-cells that recognize the epitope of an abundant virus in the GC are more likely to receive a survival 306 signal to leave the GC and continue circulating in the system (5, 15).
307
B-cell replication, death and affinity mutation. During a GC cycle, B-cells are selected according to its affinity for antigen, the 308 rule of selection is a fitness threshold given by the average fitness of the B-cell population. Those B-cells above the fitness 309 threshold are the high-affinity B-cells (HBC) which are considered to produce two populations of equal size. The first one, 310 namely the daughter cells, conserve the same characteristics of the HBC. The second one, the mutated B-cells (MBC), undergo 311 affinity mutation, as depicted in Fig. 7 . We consider this generative process as the replication of B-cells. For each daughter 312 and MBC cells produced, a B-cell is uniformly selected at random to die regardless of its fitness, this allows to keep a constant 313 population of B-cells.
314
The AM process allows B-cells to modify their string structure to gradually gain affinity for the antigen (15, 17) . During 315 AM, a digit of each B-cell strings of the MBC population is uniformly randomly selected to undergo a binary change, this 316 process occurs once per CG cycle. Binary changes, seen as point mutations, make a B-cell to increase the common space of any, 317 the principal or secondary matching area, and therefore to gain fitness. As the binary changes are done at random positions, 318 the risk of reducing the matching score of a B-cell due to AM is latent. Thus, AM is widely responsible for higher or lower 319 matching scores and fitness. In Fig. 6 the AM process is highlighted with red binary digits representing mutations over several 320 CG cycles coming from a naive B-cell to a high affinity one. In the case of Fig. 6-B , there is not an effective matching score 321 due to the short level of bit-alignments for the x-axis and only a few common positions for the secondary y-axis, which is 322 considered as a negligible matching score. In Fig. 6 -C, note that after two mutations on the x-axis, the principal matching area 323 has a complete bit-alignments of the string. A similar increment is for the y-axis, forming a HBC. 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0   0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1   0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 High affinity B-cell 
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